Polymeric's Blacklight clear inks are an innovative alternative to specialty illuminated graphics. Ideal for the POP market, these Blacklight inks can be printed on a wide variety of substrates. Keep in mind this ink does not transform graphics into an actual lighted graphic, but will allow graphics artificial illumination when exposed to a blacklight light source; such as kiosks, shelf strips, headers and modular displays and graphics. Once the Blacklight clear inks are printed and exposed to a blacklight light source, graphics exhibit an illuminated appearance with eye catching appeal and striking aesthetics. Polymeric's Blacklight systems are available in Red, Yellow, Blue, Green and Natural. When printed, these clears are undetectable until exposed to a blacklight source and can be over printed on to virtually any POP application. Blacklight clears are available throughout our entire product line and can be vacuum-formed as well.

To determine suitability of the product for the intended use, a pretest prior to production is advised. For further information on this product please call your Polymeric representative.

Mesh: 305-390 plain weave recommended

Color Range: Blue

Squeegee: Sharp 70 – 80 durometer polyurethane blade

Cure: 1-300 watt per inch mercury vapor lamp minimum, with belt speed of 50-70 fpm (150-200 Mj)

A. Warranty Liability Limited to Purchase and Installation Costs
Notwithstanding anything provided herein or any other written material to the contrary, Polymeric only warrants the purchase price and costs of installation. POLYMERIC SHALL HAVE NO LIABILITY OR OBLIGATION TO ANY USER, BUYER, PURCHASER, DISTRIBUTOR OR OTHER PERSON OR ENTITY FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, HOWEVER CAUSED, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, PERSONAL INJURY, LOSS OF BUSINESS, LOSS OF PROFIT, OR OTHER DAMAGE, whether or not buyer shall have informed Polymeric of the possibility or likelihood of any such damages.

B. Limitation of Implied Warranty and Fitness for a Particular Purpose
POLYMERIC'S WARRANTY IS GIVEN IN LIEU OF ALL OTHER WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO AN IMPLIED WARRANTY OF FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, AN IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY, AND ANY OTHER IMPLIED WARRANTY ARISING OUT OF A COURSE OF DEALING, PERFORMANCE, CUSTOMER USAGE OR TRADE.

C. A Pretest Prior to Production is Recommended to Ensure Proper Suitability for the Intended Application.